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Abstract. Mathematical programming problems with affine equilibrium constraints,

shortly AMPEC, have many applications in different fields of engineering and eco-

nomics. AMPEC contains several classes of optimization problems such as bilevel

convex quadratic programming, optimization over the efficient set as special cases.

AMPEC is known to be very difficult to solve globally due to its nested structure.

We propose a relaxation algorithm for globally solving AMPEC by using a branch-

and-bound strategy. The proposed algorithm uses a binary tree enumeration search

for bounding and branching. We also discuss bounding operations by linear program-

ming relaxation and the convex envelope. Numerical experiences and results for the

proposed algorithm are discussed and reported.
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1. Introduction

A mathematical programming problem with equilibrium constraints, shortly
MPEC, is an optimization problem over two-types of variables in which some or
all of its constraints are defined by a parametric variational inequality. This class
of optimization problems is known to be very difficult to solve even for linear
case due to its nonconvexity and nondifferentiability. However, such problems
arise frequently in applications, for example, in shape optimization, the design
transportation network, economic modeling and data mining. A natural way to
handle this two-level problem is to reduce it into an one-level optimization prob-
lem by using the Kuhn-Tucker theorem for the lower variational inequality. The
reduced problem obtained in this way, in general, is nondifferentiable. Moreover
the complementarity condition appeared in the reduced problem is extremely
difficult to handle.

In [18] Outrata and in [19] Outrata and Zowe converted a MPEC problem
into an unconstrained nonsmooth Lipschitz optimization problem. Then they
used nonsmooth numerical methods for solving the reduced problem. In [6]
Facchinei et al reformulated a MPEC problem as an one-level nonsmoothly con-
strained optimization problem and solved the latter by a sequence of smooth
problems. These methods converge to a Kuhn-Tucker point. Recently in [22]
Quy and Muu used the Kuhn-Tucker theorem to convert a certain MPEC prob-
lem into a mathematical program with complementarity constraints and pro-
posed branch-and-bound algorithms using a binary tree search and conical sub-
division for finding a global optimal solution to the latter. The readers are
referred to the monograph [14] which gives an extensive study of MPEC and
presents first and second-order optimality conditions for this problem; some it-
erative algorithms for computing stationary points are also described therein. A
multiobjective optimization approach to equilibrium problems with equilibrium
constraints, which contain MPEC as a special case, is studied in [16].

An important class of MPEC is linear programming with affine equilibrium
constraints, shortly AMPEC, where the lower problem is defined by a paramet-
ric affine variational inequality. AMPEC contains some important classes of
optimization problems such as bilevel convex quadratic programming, linear op-
timization over the efficient set and linear optimization over the Nash-Cournot
equilibrium sets in noncooperative game. AMPEC is known to be extremely dif-
ficult to solve globally due to its nested structure which causes that there many
local optimal solutions may not be global ones. In this paper by employing the
linearity structure of the lower variational inequality we convert an AMPEC
problem into a linear program with complementarity constraints, shortly called
LPCC. The latter problem has attracted much interest in recent years and some
solution approaches has been developed for approximating a stationary point or
a local solution of the problem (see e.g. [3, 8, 9, 12, 15] and the references therein).
While there are a lot efficient and robust algorithms based upon different ap-
proaches such as interior point method, sequential quadratic programming, local
d.c. optimization for locally solving LPCC problems, very few algorithms ex-
ist for globally solving these problems [20,24]. In [20] a value-at-risk model is
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formulated as a LPCC and a branch-and-bound algorithm strongly employing
the special structure of the model is proposed for approximating a global solu-
tion of the resulting problem. In [24] algorithms using exhaustive simplicial and
rectangular subdivisions for branching and linear programming relaxations for
bounding are proposed for globally solving LPCC problems.

It can be observed that LPCC problems difficulty is relatively low when the
number of the complementarity constraint pairs is small, but it becomes high
when this number is fairly large. This fact suggests us to use the enumeration
binary tree technique to solve the resulting LPCC problem. In fact, instead of
handling all pair complementarity constraints altogether, we relax the problem
by first choosing some of them and solve the relaxed problem. If the obtained
solution of the relaxed problem satisfies all of complementarity constraints, then
it is also an optimal solution to the original problem. Otherwise we choose one or
several violated constraints and continue the process using the path associated
with the current solution as a starting leaf of the tree. In this way we hope to
avoid handling all complementarity constraints. To solve a relaxed problem we
propose a branch-and-bound procedure using a binary tree search built up by the
help of the dual variables. This paper can be regarded as a continuation of our
work in [22]. In fact the binary tree search algorithm proposed in this paper is an
improvement of that in [22] using a more reflexive adaptive branching operation
for problems where the feasible domain of the follower variational inequality may
not be constant set as in [22]. Furthermore, we point out in this paper that the
well-known lower boundings by linearization and convex envelope are trivial and
therefore not suitable for several special cases of AMPEC such as optimization
over the efficient set of a multivalue linear objective program.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we state the problem to be considered and present AMPEC formulations of
several important classes of optimization problems. In Sec. 3 we formulate the
problem as a linear program with additional complementarity constraints and
its penalized problem. Section 4 is devoted to describe a relaxation scheme
and a binary tree branch-and-bound algorithm. At the end of this section we
discuss linear programming relaxation and convex envelope lower bounding and
compare them with the enumeration binary tree technique.

2. The Problem Statement and Its Special Cases

Consider the following mathematical programming problem with affine varia-
tional inequality constraints

min f(x, y) (P)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, (1)

x ∈ C(y), 〈Ax + By + a, v − x〉 ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ C(y), (2)

where X ⊆ Rn, Y ⊆ Rm, Z ⊆ Rn+m, C(y) ⊂ Rn are nonempty polyhedral
convex sets for each y ∈ Y , f : Rn+m → R is a convex function, and A, B
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are appropriate real matrices. In Problem (P), as usual, we shall refer to x as
primary variable or decision variable and to y as the parameter. A pair (x, y)
is feasible for Problem (P) if (x, y) ∈ Z, x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and x solves variational
inequality (2). Problem (P) has some applications in machine learning, data
mining, measure value-at-risk and other fields (see e.g. [15,20]). Problem (P)
contains many important problems as special cases. Here we list some of them.

2.1. Mathematical Programs with Complementarity Constraint

It is easy to see that when X ≡ Rn, Y ≡ Rm and

C = {x ∈ Rn : x ≥ 0}, Z := {(x, y) ∈ Rn+m : Ax + By + a ≥ 0},

Problem (P) becomes a mathematical program with linear complementarity con-
straint that is given by

min f(x, y) (CP)

subject to
x ≥ 0, Ax + By + a ≥ 0, 〈x, Ax + By + a〉 = 0. (3)

2.2. Bilevel Convex Quadratic Programming

Note that when A is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, the variational
inequality (2) is equivalent to the parametric convex quadratic problem

min
x∈C

{ϕ(x, y) :=
1
2
xT Ax + (By + a)T x}.

In this case Problem (P) becomes the bilevel convex program

min{f(x, y) : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z} (BP )

where x solves the convex quadratic program

min
x∈C

{ϕ(x, y) :=
1
2
xT Ax + (By + a)T x}. (4)

In general case, when A is indefinite, or nonsymmetric, the variational inequality
(2) is not necessarily equivalent to the programming problem (4). So Problem
(P), in general, cannot be formulated as a bilevel problem of form (BP).

2.3. Optimization over The Efficient Set

Let ∅ 6= C ⊂ Rn be a bounded polyhedral convex set and F be a (p × n)-real
matrix. Consider the vector optimization problem

vmin{Fx : x ∈ C}. (V P )

We recall that a point x∗ is said to be an efficient solution or a Pareto solution
to (VP) if whenever x ∈ C, Fx ≤ Fx∗ then Fx = Fx∗. Let E(F, X) denote the
set of all efficient solutions to (VP). Consider the optimization problem over the
efficient set
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min{f(x) : x ∈ E(F, C)},
where f is a real valued function on Rn. This problem has some applications
in decision making and recently has been studied in a lot of articles (see e.g.
[4, 11, 13, 21] and the references therein). Note that, since the efficient set is
rarely convex, this is a nonconvex optimization problem.

It has been shown in [21] that one can find a simplex Y in Rp such that a
point x∗ is efficient for (VP) if and only if there exists y ∈ Y such that

〈F T y, x − x∗〉 ≥ 0 ∀ x ∈ C.

Thus the above optimization problem over the efficient set can be formulated as
the following mathematical program with linear equilibrium constraint

min{f(x) : (x, y) ∈ C × Y, 〈F T y, v − x〉 ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ C}.

2.4. Stackelberg-Nash-Cournot Equilibrium Market Models

In this model, there are one distinguished individual (called the leader) and n
firms (followers). Every follower supplies a homogeneous product. Suppose that
the leader has an advantage over the producers. Specially, the leader is able to
commit his action before the others are allowed to follow suit. Suppose further
that each policy x0 from the strategy set X0 of the leader determine a strategy
set Xj(x0) of firm j (j = 1, ..., n).

Let p denote the price of the product that is assumed to be depend on total
producing quantity and is given by

p(
n∑

j=1

xj) := α − β

n∑

j=1

xj

where xj is the quantity (to be determined) of the goods supplied by firm j and
α ≥ 0, β > 0 are given coefficients. Let hj(xj) denote the cost of firm j when
its product is xj. Let uj (j = 1, ..., n) be the benefit function of firm j. Then
the benefit function of firm j is given as

uj(xj) := xjp(
n∑

j=1

xj) − hj(xj).

Naturally, the leader and each firm j seeks a strategy from Xj(x0) such that
their benefits are maximal. However, such a production strategy in general,
does not exist. To overcome this difficulty, the Nash equilibrium notion can be
used. By definition, a strategy

x∗ = (x∗
1, ..., x

∗
n)T ∈ X(x0) ≡ X1(x0) × ...× Xn(x0)

is called a Nash equilibrium point of u := (u1, ..., un) with respect to x0 if

uj(x0, x
∗) ≥ uj(x0, x

∗[xj]) ∀xj ∈ Xj(x0) ∀j = 1, ..., n,

where x∗[xj] stands for the vector obtained from x∗ by replaced j-th component
by xj. Let E(x0) denote the set of all Nash equilibrium points with respect to
x0. Then the problem to be considered is

max{u0(x0, x1, ..., xn) : x0 ∈ X0, x ∈ E(x0)}, (SC)
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where u0 denotes the benefit function of the leader.
Suppose that each cost function hj is linear of the form

hj(xj) = cjxj + δj .

Define the function F : X(x0) → Rn by taking for each xT = (x1, ..., xn) ∈
X(x0),

F (x1, ..., xn) := c −∇
(
xjp(

n∑

j=1

xj)
)

j = 1, ..., n,

where cT = (c1, ..., cn).
It has been shown (see e.g., [10]) that if X(x0) is closed convex then E(x0)

is just the solution-set of the parametric variational inequality

find x∗ ∈ X(x0) : 〈F (x0, x
∗), x− x∗〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ X(x0).

Thus Problem (SC) can be written equivalently as

maxu0(x0, x)

s. t. x0 ∈ X0, x ∈ X(x0), 〈F (x∗), x − x∗〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ X(x0)

which is a MPEC.

3. Equivalent Formulations

As we have mentioned in the introduction part, a main difficulty of Problem
(P) is that its feasible domain is not given in an explicit form as a system of
equalities and/or inequalities. A commonly used approach is to formulate (P) as
an standard mathematical programming problem. Such smoothing formulations
are proposed in [6, 9, 18, 19, 22] for some special cases of Problem (P). Smooth-
ing formulations are mainly used for local optimization. Unlike the smoothing
formulations in the mentioned papers, here we apply the Lagrange duality for
the parametric variational inequality constraint to derive equivalent formula-
tions that allows globally solving Problem (P) by using the branch-and-bound
strategy. To be specific, in what follows we suppose that the polyhedral convex
set C is given as

C(y) := {x ∈ Rn : Px + Qy + b ≤ 0}, (5)

where P and Q are ν × n and ν × m matrices respectively, and b ∈ Rν.
Note that x solves variational inequality (2) if and only if x is an optimal

solution to the linear program

min
v

{〈Ax + By + a, v〉 : Pv + Qy + b ≤ 0}.

Applying the Lagrange duality theorem to the latter linear programming prob-
lem we obtain the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose that X is given by (5). Then Problem (P) can be formu-
lated equivalently as

β(Iν) := min
x,y,λ

f(x, y) (P1)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, (6)
Ax + By + a + λT P = 0, (7)

λiλ
∗
i = 0 ∀i ∈ Iν ≡ {1, ..., ν} with λ∗

i := (Px + Qy + b)i, (8)
λ ≥ 0, Px + Qy + b ≤ 0. (9)

When f is linear and X, Y , Z are polyhedra given in explicit forms, Prob-
lem (P1) is a linear program with additional linear complementarity constraints
that makes problem difficult. Especially when the number of complementarity
constraints ν is large. Theoretically, one may have that λ = 0. In this case in
Problem (P1) the complementarity constraints disappear, and the problem then
becomes a standard convex program when f is convex. Thus in the sequel, we
always suppose that λ 6= 0.

Note that the complementarity constraints can be cast into a single reverse
convex constraint by using, for example, the function

p(x, y, λ) :=
p∑

i=1

min
{
λi, (−Px− Qy − b)i

}
.

It is clear, that p is a concave function and that under the condition λ ≥ 0,
Px+b ≤ 0, the inequality p(x, y, λ) ≤ 0 holds true if and only if λT (Px+Qy+b) =
0. Thus Problem (P1) can be rewritten as the following linear program with an
additional reverse convex constraint

min
x,y,λ

f(x, y) (P2)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, (10)
Ax + By + a + λT P = 0, (11)

p(x, y, λ) ≤ 0, (12)
λ ≥ 0, Px + Qy + b ≤ 0. (13)

For a fixed t > 0 we define the penalized problem

min
x,y,λ

{ft(x, y, λ) ≡ f(x, y) + tp(x, y, λ)} (Pt)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, (14)
Ax + By + a + λT P = 0, (15)
λ ≥ 0, Px + Qy + b ≤ 0. (16)
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Suppose that X ⊂ Rn, Y ⊂ Rm are nonempty bounded polyhedra and f is
linear, then Problem (Pt) admits a global optimal solution. Thus there exists
t∗ ≥ 0 such that for every t > t∗ the sets of global optimal solutions of (P2) and
(Pt) coincide [2]. Note that the objective function of (Pt) is the sum of the linear
function f and the concave function tp. Hence (Pt) is a concave minimization
problem.

4. A Binary Tree Relaxation Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

In this section we consider Problem (P1) where, as usual, we suppose that X, Y ,
Z are polyhedral convex sets given in explicit forms as systems of linear equalities
and/or inequalities, and that f is a linear function given by f(x, y) = cT x+dT y.
In this case Problem (P1) becomes a linear program with additional comple-
mentarity constraints that make the problem nonconvex. Motivated by the
fact that difficulty of this problem increases as the number of the complemen-
tarity constraints gets larger, in order to avoid handling all complementarity
constraints, we relax the problem by taking a subset of indices I0 ⊂ Iν and solve
the corresponding relaxed problem (P1I0) obtained from (P1) by ignoring the
complementarity constraints λi(Px + Qy + b)i for all i ∈ Iν \ I0. If it happens
that the obtained solution of this relaxed problem satisfies all complementarity
constraints of the original problem (P1), we are done. Otherwise, the optimal
solution of the relaxed problem yields a lower bound for the optimal value of the
original problem. In the case the difference between upper and lower bounds
is less or equal to a given tolerance, we can terminate the procedure to obtain
an approximate solution. In the other case, we use the obtained solution of the
relaxed problem to define a new relaxed problem to improve the lower and upper
bounds.

4.1. Bounding, Branching and Cutting

The algorithm we are going to describe is a branch-and-bound procedure using
finite rooted binary trees. We recall (see. e.g., [5]) that in a rooted binary tree
each node which is not a leaf has two children: left and right children. We will
call a left (resp. right) child a left (resp. right) node. For a binary rooted tree
τ , we adopt the following notations:

• N (τ ): the set of the nodes of τ ;
• L(τ ): the set of the leaves of τ ;
• P(N ): the path from the root to node N .
For simplicity of notation for each j we take

λ∗
j := (Px + Qy + b)j , δj := λjλ

∗
j (j = 1, ..., ν),

and we call λ∗
j the dual value of λj and δj the jth complementarity value.

We define a rooted binary tree by the help of complementarity constraints

δj := λjλ
∗
j = 0 (j = 1, ..., ν).

Namely, the left child of a node is associated with λi = 0, and the right child
with λ∗

i := 0 for some i ∈ Iν . Every pair (λi = 0, λ∗
i = 0) is the left and right
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children of one and only node, and we say that the index i is associated with
these two nodes. Since the number of complementarity constraints is ν, if we
use all complementarity constraints λjλ

∗
j = 0 (j = 1, ..., ν) to define a tree in

this way, we obtain a rooted binary that we will denote by τν . Clearly, this is
a finite tree having 2ν leaves. Let I(N ) ⊂ {1, ..., ν} be the set of the indices
associated with the nodes (children) belonging to the path P(N ) from the root
to a node N and let

I0(N ) = {i ∈ I(N ) : λi = 0}, I∗(N ) := {i ∈ I(N ) : λ∗
i = 0}.

We assign to each leaf L of τ (Iν) a real number that is the optimal value of the
problem defined as

β(L) := minf(x, y) (PL)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z,

Ax + By + λT P = 0,

λi = 0 ∀i ∈ I0(L), λi ≥ 0 ∀i 6∈ I0(L),
(Px + Qy + b)i = 0 ∀i ∈ I∗(L), (Px + Qy + b)i ≤ 0 ∀i 6∈ I∗(L).

Let L∗ ∈ L be such that

β(L∗) = min{β(L) : L ∈ L(τν)}.

Take β(τν ) = β(L∗). Clearly, β(τν ) is the optimal value β∗ of Problem (P1).
Thus for solving (P1) we can use a complex enumeration-search throughout all
paths from the root to every leaf of Tν. However, computing β(L) for all leaves is
very cost when ν is high. In order to avoid the complex enumeration we will use
a subset I0 ⊂ Iν and start the procedure with the binary tree τI0 built up from
I0 in the same way as presented above. To each leaf L of τI0 we also assign the
number β(L) defined as above for τν . Since I0 ⊂ Iν , the number β(τI0 ) is a lower
bound for the optimal value β∗ of (P1). As computing lower bounds we may
obtain feasible solutions for (P1), thereby we may reduce the best upper bound.
If the difference between upper and lower bounds is less than a given tolerance,
we may terminate the procedure. Otherwise, we expand τI0 to improve lower
and upper bounds, and so on.

At each step of the algorithm we will expand the currently considered tree by
using the obtained optimal solution to the relaxed problem. Specially, let τ be
the tree under consideration at the current step: τ ≡ τ (I0) or τ is a descendant
of τ (I0). Clearly, β(τ ) is a lower bound for β∗. Let (xτ , yτ , λτ ) be an optimal
solution to Problem P (L∗), Hence β(τ ) = f(xτ , yτ ).

Suppose
I(xτ , yτ , λτ ) := {i ∈ Iν : λτ

i (Pxτ + Qyτ + b)i = 0}.
Since τ is a descendant of τ (I0), we have I0 ⊆ I(L∗) ⊆ I(xτ , yτ , λτ ). Now take
one or more indices from I(xτ , yτ , λτ )\I(L∗) and expand τ by adding new nodes
as descendants of L∗ that are associated with each newly taking index in the
way described above. Then for each leaf L of the newly obtained tree we solve
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Problem (PL) in order to improve the currently best known lower and bounds
until their difference is small as desired. Note that if β(L) ≥ αc with αc being
the currently best known upper bound, then L can be deleted; L is a dead leaf.

As usual, with a given tolerance ε ≥ 0, we call a point (xε, yε, λε), an ε-global
optimal solution to Problem (P1) if it is feasible for (P1) and f(xε, yε)− β(τ ) ≤
ε(|f(xε, yε)|+1). Now we can describe a binary-tree branch-and-bound algorithm
for Problem (P1) in detail as follows.

ALGORITHM (Binary-tree branch-and-bound)
To start the procedure, if no priori informations are available, we may take a
subtree as the rooted full tree defined by some subset of Iν .

At the beginning of each iteration we have at the hand a rooted binary tree
τ defined by a subset of Iν .
Step 1. (Computing lower bound) For each L ∈ L(τ ) solve the linear program

β(L) := minf(x, y) (PL)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z,

Ax + By + λT P = 0,

λi = 0 ∀i ∈ I0(L), λi ≥ 0 ∀i 6∈ I0(L),
(Px + Qy + b)i = 0 ∀i ∈ I∗(L), (Px + Qy + b)i ≤ 0 ∀i 6∈ I∗(L).

Let
β(τ ) := min{β(L) : L ∈ L(τ )} = β(L∗)

and I(xτ , yτ , λτ ) be an optimal solution to Problem (PL∗) such that β(τ ) =
f(xτ , yτ ). Take

I(xτ , yτ , λτ ) := {i ∈ Iν : λτ
i (Pxτ + Q, yτ + b)i = 0}.

Step 2. (Updating upper bound) Let αc be the smallest upper bound currently
known for the optimal value of Problem (P1) and (xc, yc, λc) be the correspond-
ing feasible solution such that f(xc, yc) = αc (feasible solutions of (P1) can be
obtained as solving Problems (PL) with L ∈ L(τ )).
Step 3. (Checking optimality) If αc − β(τ ) ≤ ε(|αc| + 1), then terminate:
(xc, yc, λc) is an ε-optimal solution.

Otherwise go to Step 4.
Step 4. (Cutting) Delete all edges of τ belonging to the leaf L if

αc − β(L) ≤ ε(|αc| + 1)
(we call such a leaf L a dead leaf).
Step 5. (Branching) Take

∅ 6= Ia ⊆ I(xτ , yτ , λτ ) \ I(L∗).

Expand the current tree τ by adding new nodes as descendants of L∗ that
corresponding to each index of Ia. Then go back to Step 1 with the new expanded
tree.
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Remark 1. Step 5 in the above algorithm can be replaced by the following, so
called mostly violated constraint-branching. Take an index j ∈ Iν \ I(xτ , yτ , λτ )
such that the complementarity constraint λj(Pxτ , yτ , λτ )j = 0 is mostly vio-
lated, that is

λj(Pxτ , yτ , λτ )j = max{λk(Pxτ , yτ , λτ )k : k ∈ Iν \ I(xτ , yτ , λT )}.

Then we expand τ by adding to the leaf L∗ two children: the left child is asso-
ciated to λj = 0 and the right one to (Px + Qy + b)j = 0.

Remark 2. At Step 2, having an optimal solution (λτ , xτ , yτ ) of Problem (PL∗)
we may update the current upper bound by solving the following linear program

min
x,y,

{cT x + dTy}

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, cTx + dT y ≤ αc (17)
Ax + By + a + (λτ )T P = 0, (Px + Qy + b)i ≤ 0 i ∈ I(xτ , yτ , λτ ), (18)

(Px + Qy + b)i = 0 if i ∈ Iν \ I(xI , yI , λI). (19)

Clearly, an optimal solution (x, y) to this linear program, if any, is feasible for
(P1) and f(x, y) ≤ αc.

Illustrative example In this example n = 2, m = 1, ν = 3 and

A =
(

1 3
4 2

)
, B =

(
3
1

)
, a =

(
−8
−12

)
,

P =




1 2
2 −1
1 3


 , Q =




1
1
−3


 , b =




−6
−7
−14


 .

f(x, y) = 2x1 − x2 + y1, X = R2
+, Y = R+, Z = R2.

Thus Problem (P1) to be solved is

min{2x1 − x2 + 3y1}

s. t.





x1 + 3x2 + 3y1 + λ1 + 2λ2 + λ3 = 8
4x1 + 2x2 + y1 + 2λ1 − λ2 + 3λ3 = 12
x1 + 2x2 + y1 ≤ 6
2x1 − x2 + y1 ≤ 7
x1 + 3x2 − 3y1 ≤ 14
λ1(6 − (x1 + 2x2 + y1)) = 0
λ2(7 − (2x1 − x2 + y1)) = 0
λ3(14 − (x1 + 3x2 − 3y1)) = 0
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, y1 ≥ 0, λ1 ≥ 0, λ2 ≥ 0, λ3 ≥ 0.

(P1)
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Let
δ1 := λ1λ

∗
1 with λ∗

1 := 6 − x1 − 2x2 − y1,

δ2 := λ2λ
∗
2 with λ∗

2 := 7 − 2x1 + x2 − y1,

δ3 := λ3λ
∗
3 with λ∗

3 := 14− x1 − 3x2 + 3y1.

We take I0 = {3} and start with the tree τ0 having two leaves associated with
λ3 = 0 and λ∗

3 := 14 − (x1 + 3x2 − 3y1) = 0 (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. (a) Tree τ0, (b) Tree τ1

For the left leaf L associated with λ3 = 0, we solve Problem (PL). The optimal
value and optimal solution obtained are

β(L) = −1, x∗ = (0, 1), y∗ = (0), λ∗ = (5, 0, 0).

For the right leaf R associated with λ∗
3 = 0, Problem (PR) has nonfeasible

solution. Hence β(R) = +∞. The leaf R is dead (it can be deleted).
Thus β(L) = −1 is a lower bound for the optimal value of Problem (P1) and

the complementarity values associated with L are
δ1 = 20, δ2 = 0, δ3 = 0 (the first complementarity constraint is violated)

We expand τ by adding to L two children: the leaf child associated with
λ1 = 0 and the second one with λ∗

1 = 0. We obtain a new tree that have two
leaves (the third leaf was dead) (see Fig. 1b). For the left leaf (left child) L
associated with λ1 = 0 we solve Problem (PL) and obtain the optimal value and
solution

β(L) = 2, x∗ = (2, 2), y∗ = (0), λ∗ = (0, 0, 0).

For the right leaf (right child) R associated with λ∗
1 = 0 the optimal value and

optimal solution to (PR) are

β(R) = 2, x∗ = (2, 2), y∗ = (0), λ∗ = (0, 0, 0).

These two problems have the same optimal value. The new lower bound thus is
2. Since the optimal solution to the latter problem satisfies all complementarity
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constraints, it is feasible for the original problem (P1). Thus (x∗, y∗) = (2, 2, 0)
is a global optimal solution to (P1) and its associated Lagrange multiplier is
λ∗ = (0, 0, 0).

4.2. On Lower Bounding by Linear Relaxation and the Convex Envelope

In this subsection we discuss lower bounding by linear programming relaxation
and the convex envelope. For easy exposition, let us introduce the slack variable
w by setting −w = Px + Qy + b. Take, for example,

W = {w ≥ 0 : ∃x ∈ X, y ∈ Y : −w = Px + Qy + b}. (20)

Since −W = P (X) + Q(Y ) + b and X, Y are polyhedral convex sets, W is a
polyhedron, and if, for example, the set {(x, y) ∈ X × Y : Px + Qy + b ≤ 0}
is bounded, then W is bounded too. Using the slack variable w we can rewrite
Problem (P1) in the following form

β∗ := min
x,y,λ,w

f(x, y) (P1w)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, (21)
Ax + By + a + λT P = 0, (22)

λ ≥ 0, w ∈ W ⊂ Rn
+, λT w = 0, (23)

Px + Qy + b + w = 0. (24)

Suppose that W is bounded and let {v1, ..., vq} be the vertices of W . Then
every w ∈ W can be represented as

w =
q∑

i=1

tiv
i, ti ≥ 0 ∀i,

q∑

i=1

ti = 1.

Then we have

0 = wT λ =
q∑

i=1

〈tivi, λ〉 =
q∑

i=1

〈tiλ, vi〉 =
q∑

i=1

〈λi, vi〉,

where λi := tiλ (i = 1, ..., q). Since λ ≥ 0, ti ≥ 0, we have λi ≥ 0 for every i
and

∑q
i=1 λi = λ.

Substituting into (P1w) we obtain the following relaxed problem

min
x,y,λi,ti

f(x, y) (LP1)

subject to
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z, (25)

Ax + By + a +
q∑

j=1

(λj)T P = 0, (26)
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λi ≥ 0 (i = 1, ..., q),
q∑

i=1

〈λi, vi〉 = 0, (27)

Px + Qy + b +
q∑

i=1

tiv
i = 0,

q∑

i=1

ti = 1, ti ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, ..., q. (28)

This problem of the variables x, y, λi and ti is a linear relaxation of (P1) (here
we disregard the constraint λi = tiλ for all i). In general, finding all vertices of
W is very costly. Thus this linear programming relaxation is recommended to
use when the number of vertices of W is relatively small.

To analyze this linear programming relaxation, let us consider, for example,
the optimization problem over the efficient set of a multicriteria linear program
described in Sec. 2. As we have mentioned in the Sec. 2, this problem can be
formulated as

min{f(x) : (x, y) ∈ C × Y, 〈F T y, v − x〉 ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ C}.

This is a special case of Problem (P) with X ≡ C, Z ≡ Rm × Rp and A ≡ 0,
a ≡ 0, B ≡ F T . Suppose that C := {x : Px + b ≤ 0}. Then the problem under
consideration can take the form

min f(x)

subject to

Px + b + w = 0, y ∈ Y, F Ty + λT P = 0,

λT w = 0, λ ≥ 0, w ≥ 0,

where, by Philip [21], Y can be given as

Y = {yT = (y1, ..., yp) ≥ δ :
p∑

i=1

yi ≤ 1}

with δ > 0 sufficiently small. In this case

W = {w : ∃x ∈ C,−w = Px + b} = {w ≥ 0 : −w = Px + b}.

As usual, we assume that C is a bounded polyhedral convex set. Then so is
W . As before let v1, ..., vq be the vertices of W . Then, for this case, the linear
programming relaxed problem (LP1) takes the form

min f(x)

subject to

Px + b +
q∑

i=1

tiv
i = 0,

q∑

i=1

ti = 1, ti ≥ 0 ∀i, (29)

y ∈ Y, F T y + (
q∑

i=1

λi)T P = 0, λi ≥ 0,

q∑

i=1

〈λi, vi〉 = 0. (30)
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Since the constraint (30) is independent of the objective function cT x, this prob-
lem actually is

min f(x)

subject to

Px + b +
q∑

i=1

tiv
i = 0,

q∑

i=1

ti = 1, ti ≥ 0 ∀i, (31)

which in turn is

min{f(x) : Px + b + w = 0, w ≥ 0} ≡ min{f(x) : Px + b ≤ 0}.

Hence, for this example, the linear programming relaxation problem (LP1) is
just the linear program obtained by simply ignoring all complementarity con-
straints. Lower bounds obtained by this linear relaxation thus is not hope to
use effectively.

Now let us consider lower bounding by using the convex envelope of each
bilinear term wiλi. Observe that, since wi ≥ 0, λi ≥ 0, the constraint λiwi = 0
can be equivalently written as min{λi, wi} ≤ 0. Thus Problem (P1w) can be
rewritten as

min fx,y,λ,w(x, y)

subject to

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z,

Ax + By + a + λT P = 0,

Px + Qy + b + w = 0,

λ ≥ 0, w ≥ 0,

ν∑

i=1

min{wi, λi} ≤ 0.

Assume that the polyhedron defined by the constraint Px + Qy + b ≤ 0 is
bounded and that the set of Lagrange multipliers λ is bounded uniformly with
respect to y. Then we can write

0 ≤ wi ≤ wi ≤ wi ∀i, (32)

0 ≤ λi ≤ λi ≤ λi ∀i. (33)

We observe that if both λi > 0, wi > 0, then, under the conditions (32) and
(33), the constraint λiwi = 0 does not fulfill. Moreover λi > 0 and wiλi = 0
implies wi = 0. Similarly, wi > 0 and wiλi = 0 implies λi = 0. Thus we may
assume that both λi = 0, wi = 0.

Now let li(wi, λi) be the convex envelope of the two-variables concave func-
tion min{wi, λi} over the simplex Si = cov{v0, v1, v2} ⊂ R2, where cov{v0, v1, v2}
denotes the convex hull of points v0 = (0, 0), v1 = (0, λi), v2 = (wi, 0). The con-
vex envelope of the function min{λi, wi} over the simplex Si = cov{v0, v1, v2}
is a linear function that can be given explicitly (see e.g. [7]). However, since
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the values of the function min{λi, wi} and its convex envelope coincide at the
vertices v0, v1, v2, the convex envelope li(wi, λi) must vanish on the whole sim-
plex Si = cov{v0, v1, v2}. Note that (see [1]) the convex envelope l(w, λ) of
the function

∑ν
i=1 min{wi, λi} is

∑ν
i=1 li(wi, λi). Thus the convex envelope∑ν

i=1 li(wi, λi) also vanishes on the set S ≡ S1 × S2 × ...× Sν . Then the linear
relaxation of Problem (P1w) by using the convex envelope of function defining
the complementarity constraint λT w = 0 actually takes the form

min fx,y,λ,w(x, y)

subject to
x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, (x, y) ∈ Z,

Ax + By + a + λT P = 0,

Px + Qy + b + w = 0, λ ≥ 0, w ≥ 0

which shows that the lower bound obtained by this way is obvious, since, as
before, it just simply ignored the hard complementarity constraints.
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